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Abstract4

Hydrogen escapes from Mars primarily by the Jeans mechanism but the5

rate is variable and the controlling factors complicated. One of the compli-6

cations is that the temperature at the Martian exobase varies from ∼100 K7

in the early morning hours to ∼300 K in the afternoon. At the cold tempera-8

tures on the nightside of Mars, H escape rate is limited by the Jeans escape,9

but on the warm dayside H escape is limited by the diffusion rate through10

the thermosphere. Nevertheless, the hot and cold regions are coupled by11

efficient ballistic transport through the exosphere. Because of this, H dif-12

fuses upward at the diffusion-limited rate even on the nightside and, once H13

reaches the exosphere, it is transported rapidly by ballistic flow to the warm14

dayside, where it escapes. As a result, escape is not at all limited by the cold15

regions of the exobase. The globally integrated escape flux is be equal to the16

globally integrated diffusive limit. Because of this it is important to precisely17

calculate the diffusion-limited flux and we present a new formulation that is18

significantly more accurate than the classical formula.19
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1. Introduction21

If we want to understand the evolution of the surface and atmosphere on22

Mars we have to understand H escape. The only important reservoir of H on23

present day Mars is H2O and H escape is a primary H2O destruction mecha-24

nism on evolutionary time scales (Jakosky, 2021). Recent observations from25

the MEX, MAVEN, and TGO missions have revolutionized our understand-26

ing of H escape, showing that the rates are highly variable and correlated27

with dust loading of the atmosphere (Chaffin et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2014;28

Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; Chaffin et al., 2017; Halekas, 2017; Heavens et al.,29

2018; Fedorova et al., 2018, 2020; Aoki et al., 2019; Stone et al., 2020; Chaffin30

et al., 2021). Because these missions make local measurements of density and31

temperature, it is challenging to develop an understanding of H escape on32

a global scale (Chaffin et al., 2014, 2017; Bhattacharyya et al., 2020; Stone33

et al., 2020). Nevertheless, H escape from Mars is intrinsically a global phe-34

nomenon and an important part of this is horizontal coupling associated with35

efficient ballistic transport through the exosphere.36

Most previous investigations of H escape on Mars have focussed on the37

roles played by Jeans (thermal) escape and diffusion through the thermo-38

sphere. It is well established the hydrogen escape from Mars is primar-39

ily thermal with, perhaps, a small contribution from non-thermal processes40

(Bhattacharyya et al., 2023; Cangi et al., 2023). It is less clear that the ther-41

mal escape rate is limited by the diffusion rate through the thermosphere.42

There are different assumptions and conclusions about this in the literature43

(Krasnopolsky, 1993; Fox, 1993; Zahnle et al., 2008; Chaufray et al., 2015).44

The exospheric temperature on Mars varies from roughly 100 K to 300 K.45
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At the lowest temperatures, weak H escape does not affect the H density46

profile and escape rates are limited by the temperature at the exobase, but47

at the higher temperatures, escape does strongly affect the H density profile48

and escape is limited by the diffusion rate. It is unclear what this means49

for the global escape rate on a planet with wide temperature variations and50

this topic has received little attention to date. Nevertheless, the way that a51

diurnally varying thermal escape and diffusion interact is critical to an un-52

derstanding of H escape on Mars and, as we discuss below, the nature of the53

interaction is unique to Mars, at least in this solar system.54

The first step in this investigation is a review of the classical theory of55

diffusion-limited escape. An extention of this theory is described, making it56

more complicated but significantly more accurate. Following that are pre-57

sented some considerations of how flow though the exosphere affects diffusion58

through the thermosphere. The two processes are strongly coupled and have59

a large affect on the distribution of H across the Martian exobase. One con-60

sequence of this coupling is that H diffuses upward at the limiting rate at all61

locations around the planet. The globally integrated escape rate should be62

equal to the globally integrated limiting flux even though large areas of the63

planet may have temperatures too low to support rapid escape.64

2. Solutions to the Diffusion Equation65

The vertical diffusion equation is usually written as66

Φi = −Di

[
dNi

dr
+Ni

(
1

Hi

+
1 + α

T

dT

dr

)]
−K

[
dNi

dr
+Ni

(
1

Ha

+
1

T

dT

dr

)]
(1)
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where Φi the flux of the ith constitutent, Ni is its density, Hi its scale height,67

and Di its molecular diffusion coefficient. The quantity T is the atmospheric68

temperature, Ha the atmospheric scale height, and K the eddy diffusion co-69

efficient. This equation appears in numerous landmark papers and textbooks70

(Colegrove et al., 1965; Hunten, 1973; Banks and Kockarts, 1973; Chamber-71

lain and Hunten, 1986). A more convenient form for this equation is obtained72

by using mole fraction, Xi = Ni/Na, in place of density and log pressure in73

place of altitude. Equation 1 becomes74

dXi

dζ
+
Di(m̃i/ma − 1)

Di +K
Xi +

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0 , (2)

where r◦ is a reference radial distance, mi is the mass of a hydrogen atom,75

ma is the mean molecular mass of the atmosphere, M the mass of Mars, and76

and Φ◦i is the flux at r◦. If there is no significant chemical production or loss77

then r2Φi = r2◦Φ
◦
i = constant. Good choices for r◦ include the surface radius78

or the homopause radius, but any value is legitimate and the choice is at79

the discretion of the investigator. Equation 2 uses the log of pressure as the80

vertical variable, defined through81

ζ ≡ − ln(p/p◦) . (3)

where p◦ is the pressure at r◦. Also, the mass of the diffusing constituent82

appearing in equation 2 is an effective mass defined through83

m̃i = mi + α
ma

T

dT

dζ
(4)

where α is the thermal diffusion coefficient. A value of α = −0.25 is used84

here (Banks and Kockarts, 1973). The limiting flux follows directly from85

equation 2. For H to escape from the top of the atmosphere there must be86
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some H atoms at the highest altitudes where the escape processes operate.87

For there to be significant density at the exobase, the derivative of the mole88

fraction with altitude should be greater than zero (Hunten, 1973). The limit89

is obtained for dXi/dζ = 0. Substituting this into equation 2 gives90

Φi = Xi
b

Ha

(
1− m̃i/ma

)
, (5)

where91

b(T ) = DNa (6)

is the binary diffusion parameter, a function only of temperature, and92

Ha =
kT◦r

2
◦

GMma

(7)

is the atmospheric scale height at r◦. Equation 5 is the classical expression93

for Hunten’s limiting flux (Hunten, 1973) with only a slight correction for94

thermal diffusion, which was ignored in the original derivation. In practi-95

cal terms, inclusion of thermal diffusion has little effect on the calculations96

presented below and is included only for completeness.97

The diffusion equation is simple enough that a more sophisticated analysis98

is possible. The general solution to equation 2 can be written as99

Xi(ζ) = X̃i(ζ)

(
1− g(ζ)Φ◦i

)
(8)

where X̃i is the diffusive equilibrium (zero flux) solution given by100

X̃i(ζ) = X̃i(0) exp


( ζ∫

0

(
1− m̃i

ma

) Di(ζ
′)

Di(ζ ′) +K(ζ ′)
dζ ′

) (9)

and g(ζ) is an auxiliary function defined by101

g(ζ) ≡
ζ∫

0

kT (ζ ′)r2◦ dζ
′

X̃i(ζ ′)
(
Di(ζ ′) +K(ζ ′)

)
Na(ζ ′)GMma

. (10)
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We can now apply an argument similar to that used before except that instead102

of requiring dXi/dζ = 0 we simply require that Xi(ζx) = 0 at the exobase,103

ζx. This leads to104

Φ◦i =
1

g(ζx)
≡ Φ` . (11)

Equation 11 defines a new form for the limiting flux, Φ`, that is more compli-105

cated than the classical formula (equation 5) but is based on rigorous solution106

of the diffusion equation. One critical difference is that this new form for the107

limiting flux depends on the eddy diffusion coefficient and the temperature108

profile whereas the classical expression did not.109

The limiting flux defined in equation 11 plays a central role in solutions of110

the actual escape flux and in calculations of the mole fraction of the escaping111

species. The escape flux is related to the mole fraction at the exobase through112

the Jeans boundary condition:113

Φ◦i =

(
rx
r◦

)2

wJ(ζx)Xi(ζx)Na(ζx) , (12)

where rx is the radius of the exobase. Evaluating equation 8 at the exobase114

relates the mole fraction at the exobase to the diffusive equilibrium solution115

and the escape flux:116

Xi(ζx) = X̃i(ζx)

(
1− Φ◦i

Φ`

)
. (13)

Equation 13 clearly shows that if Φ◦i << Φl the mole fraction at the exobase117

is approximately equal to the diffusive equilibrium value: diffusion and es-118

cape have had little effect on the distribution of the escaping constituent.119

Combining equations 12 and 13 gives120

Φ◦i =
Φ̃iΦ`

Φ̃i + Φ`

, (14)
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where121

Φ̃i =

(
rx
r◦

)2

wJ(ζx)X̃(ζx)Na(ζx) , (15)

is the escape flux calculated using the diffusive equilibrium solution. If Φ̃i <<122

Φl then Φ◦i = Φ̃i and the escape flux has little effect on the distribution of123

the escaping constituent. On the other hand, if Φ̃i >> Φl then Φ◦i = Φ`. It124

is worth emphasizing that the limiting flux defined in equation 11 is a real125

limit to the escape flux, not an approximation. This is an improvement over126

the original definition to the limiting flux, which is only an approximation127

to the escape flux even in the diffusion limit. Results illustrating this are128

presented below.129

Substituting equation 14 into equation 13 gives130

Xi(ζx)

X̃i(ζx)
=

Φ`

Φ̃i + Φ`

. (16)

Clearly if Φ̃i << Φ` then Xi(ζx) ∼ X̃i(ζx) and the actual solution is approxi-131

mately equal to the diffusive equilibrium solution: diffusion and escape have132

had little effect on the distribution of the escaping constituent. On the other133

hand if Φ̃i >> Φ` then Xi(ζx) << X̃i(ζx); the mole fraction at the exobase134

is far below the diffusive equilibrium value. This, of course, is related to135

the throttling of the escape rate by diffusion through the thermosphere, the136

’choking off of the flow’ recognized by Hunten (1973). The decreased value137

of Xi(ζx) leads to a decreased escape flux through equation 12.138

A better understanding of the relationship between the approach de-139

scribed here and that in Hunten (1973) can be obtained by assuming a con-140

stant temperature, that D >> K, and that α = 0. The diffusive equilibrium141
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solution under these assumptions is142

X̃i(ζ) = X̃i(0)e(1−mi/ma)ζ , (17)

and the limiting flux, defined by equation 11, becomes143

Φ`(ζx) = X̃i(0)
b(1−mi/ma)

Ha

(
1− e(mi/ma−1)ζx

)
, (18)

which is equal to Hunten’s limiting flux if ζx = ∞. The final factor on the144

RHS of equation 14 is, in fact, rather close to 1; thus, the difference between145

the limiting flux defined here and the classical result is primarily due to the146

effects of the temperature gradient and eddy mixing near the homopause.147

The limiting flux has several uses. Because it is easy to calculate it can, in148

some situations, be used as an approximation to the actual escape flux if the149

complexity of a full solution of the diffusion equation is not justified. Exam-150

ples include estimates of escape fluxes from poorly understood systems such151

as exoplanets or early solar system atmospheres or interpretation of escape152

measurements from largely observational studies. The limiting flux in these153

situations allows an investigator to estimate the escape flux with a simple154

calculation. The limiting flux also gives insight into the physical processes in155

the atmosphere. If the escape flux is close to the limiting flux then diffusion156

through the upper atmosphere is the controlling process for escape. This157

can be helpful because it might allow one to ignore the details of chemistry158

or other complications in the atmosphere. The approach to be followed de-159

pends on the escape regime, which can be determined by calculation of Φl160

from equation 11 and Φ̃i from equation 12. These two quantities, along with161

the other relations presented above determine if the diffusion plays a role in162

limiting the escape flux.163
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The formulation just presented is appropriate for a minor constituent dif-164

fusing through a stationary background atmosphere. However, here Xi is165

viewed as the total mixing ratio of atomic hydrogen, summed over all H-166

bearing molecular constituents: H, H2, and H2O. The assumption, inherent167

in the limiting flux analysis, is that chemistry may cause interchange among168

the molecular reservoirs of H, but, of course, not the total H abundance and,169

as long as the diffusion properties of the various constituents are not too170

different, the formulae above apply. What is really required is to know the171

identity of the H-bearing molecules near the homopause so that the proper172

value of binary diffusion parameters, b, is chosen and the number of H atoms173

accounted for correctly. It is also necessary that H be converted to atomic174

form by chemistry in the upper atmosphere. This approach has been dis-175

cussed extensively in the early literature on the limiting flux (Hunten, 1973).176

The implications of the new formula for the limiting flux can be illustrated177

by comparison with 1D models for H diffusion and escape from the Martian178

atmosphere. The calculations extend from the mesopause to the exobase.179

The bottom boundary of the model is set at 80 km where we assume a180

pressure of p◦ = 0.1 Pa. The top of the model is at a pressure of 10−6 Pa which181

is roughly the exobase. The models are one dimensional, include diffusion,182

but neglect chemistry. The models use an eddy diffusion coefficient of K =183

3× 106 cm2 s−1 (?) and temperature profile given by184

T (ζ) = T◦ +

(
T∞ − T◦

)(
1− e−0.75ζ

)
. (19)

This analytic formula is equivalent to a Bates profile and gives a good rep-185

resentation of the temperature profiles for the Mars thermosphere derived in186

Stone et al. (2018). We set T◦ = 100 K and examine solutions for a range187
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of exospheric temperatures, T∞. The H mole fraction at the bottom on the188

model is fixed at 10×10−6, which leads to an escape flux of 2.4×108 cm−2 s−1189

in agreement with ?). We set the diffusion velocity at the exobase equal to190

the Jeans escape velocity191

wJ(T∞) =
1

2
√
π

√
2kT∞
mi

(1 + λ)e−λ , (20)

where192

λ =
GMmi

kT∞rx
. (21)

These models are simple, focussing only on the diffusion equation and Jeans193

escape. H escape from Mars is more complicated than this but the goal here194

is to investigate some properties of the diffusion equation and these simple195

models enable that.196

The escape flux calculated from these models is shown in Fig. 1. Also197

shown in the figure are the limiting flux defined above and the classical198

limiting flux (equation 5). At low temperatures the escape flux increases199

rapidly with temperature. These fluxes are smaller than the limiting flux, the200

density at the exobase is roughly constant, and the temperature variation in201

the escape flux reflects the dependence of the Jeans velocity on temperature.202

At these low temperatures the escape of H is, essentially, limited by kinetics.203

For temperatures above ∼150 K the increase of flux with temperature stops.204

The atmosphere is in the limiting flux situation and the escape flux is well205

approximated by the new limiting flux. The escape flux in this region is206

roughly a factor of 2 larger than the classical limiting flux (near T∞ = 300 K)207

but precisely equal to the limiting flux proposed here.208

The calculations shown here are for an eddy coefficient that is constant209
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with altitude and equal to 3×106 cm2 s−1 . Smaller values of the eddy coef-210

ficient would produce better agreement between the limiting flux proposed211

here and the classical limiting flux; larger values would produce worse agree-212

ment. In all case though, the actual solution is quite similar to that shown213

in Fig. 1 and the limiting flux proposed here is very nearly equal to the214

calculated escape flux for temperatures above 150 K.215

Fig. 2 shows the H densities at the exobase calculated with the 1D model.216

At low temperature, in the limit of Φ̃i << Φ`, the H density at the exobase is217

equal to the diffusive equilibrium solution. As the temperature increase, the218

density drops rapidly to offset the increase in the Jeans velocity under the219

constraints of a roughly constant flux. At high temperatures, if Φ̃i >> Φ`,220

the H density at the exobase is given by221

NH(ζx) =
Φ`

wJ(T∞)
(22)

and the density varies inversely with the temperature dependence of the222

Jeans velocity. The strong dependence of exobase density on temperature223

has important implications for Mars that we discuss in the next section.224

Fig. 2 shows the profile of H mole fraction versus log pressure. At low225

altitude (high pressure) the H mole fraction is constant because of the effects226

eddy diffusion. Although it depends slightly on the temperature profile the227

homopause (K = D) for these models is located near ζ = 3. For the models228

with low T∞, X(ζ) begins to increase at altitudes just above this level, in229

accord with diffusive equilibrium. For larger values of T∞, X(ζ) rises more230

slowly because of the effects of the upward flux until for the highest values231

of T∞ X(ζ), does not increase substantially until the top of the atmosphere,232

above ζ ∼ 8− 9.233
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3. Models Including Ballistic Fluxes234

Figure 3a shows the exospheric temperature derived by Stone et al. (2018)235

from MAVEN/NGIMS measurements and are also in rough agreement with236

the temperatures calculated by Chaufray et al. (2015) for perihelion season.237

The exospheric temperature exhibits large diurnal variations with tempera-238

tures in the early morning hours approaching 100 K and temperatures in the239

afternoon approaching 300 K. The range of exospheric temperatures spans240

the regions where, according to Fig. 1, escape is kinetically limited to the241

region where escape is diffusion limited. In our solar system, this situation is242

unique to Mars. On Earth, exospheric temperatures are large enough that H243

escape is diffusion limited at all local times and latitudes (Park et al., 2022).244

The situation is similar for H2 escape on Titan (Cui et al., 2008). On Venus,245

the exospheric temperature is so low that H escape is never diffusion limited246

(Gérard et al., 2017). Of course, there may be terrestrial exoplanets that are247

similar to Mars, especially tidally-locked exoplanets, but these have yet to248

be characterized.249

Figure 3a also shows the H density at the exobase calculated with a 1D250

diffusion model using the Jeans velocity as the upper boundary condition251

(magenta curve). Because the exospheric temperatures spans the range from252

kinetic limited to diffusion limited, the calculated H density variation with253

local time is large, roughly 3 orders of magnitude. The strong variation is254

consistent with the rapid drop in exobase density with temperature shown in255

Fig. 1. This introduces a problem: the atmosphere of Mars cannot maintain256

the large density variations just derived. The reason is that H atoms are257

quickly transported horizontally by ballistic flight through the exosphere.258
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H is a minor constituent in the upper atmosphere of Mars and the exobase259

on Mars is determined by the CO2 density profile. Moreover, the H scale260

height is 44 times larger than the CO2 scale height; thus, though H is a261

minor constituent in the thermosphere, it becomes the dominant constituent262

above the exobase. The dominant circulation pattern in the thermosphere is263

day-to-night flow driven by the warmer dayside temperatures (Bougher et al.,264

2015; Roeten et al., 2019, and references therein). The frequent collisions in265

the thermosphere force H and other minor constituents to flow along with the266

CO2. This produces the night-side enhancements in light minor constituents267

seen in numerous species (Elrod et al., 2017; Gupta et al., 2021; Stone et al.,268

2022). However, because H dominates the exosphere it is free to flow in269

response to density variations and, because collisions are rare, the flow is270

manifest as ballistic trajectories from high density regions to low density271

regions. Ballistic transport is highly efficient for H because of its large scale272

height, roughly 750 km for a temperature of 300 K. The average ballistic273

hop distance is roughly equal to the scale height implying that one ballistic274

hop can cover a significant horizontal distance on the exobase (Hodges and275

Johnson, 1968). The average hop lasts only 5 or 6 minutes implying that276

diurnal density variations at the exobase can be smoothed out on a time277

scale shorter than one day. Thus, ballistic transport will act to smooth out278

large density variations driven by the diurnal variation in escape flux.279

Winds in the thermosphere flow to minimize pressure gradients but the280

nature of flow in the exosphere is different. The characteristics and im-281

plications of ballistic transport have been studied by Hodges and Johnson282

(1968) who showed that, in the limit of highly efficient ballistic transport,283
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the exobase density varies such that NT 2.5 = constant, rather than constant284

pressure. More recently, Chaufray et al. (2018) used an exospheric transport285

model coupled to a general circulation model (GCM) to show ballistic trans-286

port is highly efficient on Mars. These authors found that the value of NT 2.5
287

varied by a factor of ∼ 2 over the exobase. If we assume that the Hodges and288

Johnson relation applies, then the implied density variation at the exobase289

is far smaller than that calculated earlier ignoring ballistic transport. The290

Hodges and Johnson relation implies a factor of 13 variation in the exobase291

H density, assuming the Stone et al. (2018) diurnal variation in temperature.292

Even if this is off by a factor of 2, the variation is far smaller than the factor293

of 1000 variation calculated earlier in this paper using the Jeans escape ve-294

locity as the upper boundary condition in a 1D model. The mild variation295

in exobase density implied by the Hodges and Johnson formula (or anything296

close to it) requires the presence of ballistic fluxes for exobase H densities to297

be consistent with solutions of the diffusion equation.298

Model calculations assuming NT 2.5 = constant illustrate the effects of299

ballistic transport on the H escape rate. The models use the exospheric300

temperature variation from Stone et al. (2018), which is appropriate for the301

equatorial regions. The value of the H flux at the exobase as a function of302

local time is adjusted to produce an H density at the exobase that varies303

as T−2.5. The boundary flux is equal to the sum of the local ballistic flux304

and escape flux, calculated from the Jeans velocity. It is also required that,305

integrated over local time, the upward and downward ballistic fluxes balance.306

This leads to a unique solution for the H distribution. Results are shown in307

Figs. 3a and 3b. The calculated H density at the exobase is shown in Fig. 3a.308
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There is a minimum in density in the afternoon when the temperature is309

highest, but the minimum is much smaller than calculated without the pres-310

ence of ballistic fluxes. More surprisingly, the H density is everywhere much311

smaller than the diffusive equilibrium solution, implying there is upward flux312

at all local times. In fact, the density is orders of magnitude less than the313

diffusive equilibrium density implying that, according to equation 12, the314

diffusive flux must be nearly equal to the limiting flux. This is shown in315

Fig. 3b where the flux required to produce the T−2.5 behavior is essentially316

identical to the limiting flux defined by equation 10. The model shows that,317

in order to produce the relatively mild T−2.5 density variation at the exobase,318

flow must be diffusion-limited in cold, as well as hot, regions of the planet.319

The altitude variation of H mole is shown in Fig. 4.320

The existence of an upward flux at all local times does not violate flux321

conservation. The reason is revealed in Fig. 3b. Although the net flux is pos-322

itive at all local times the ballistic flux is strongly negative in the afternoon323

where the temperatures are high. The net flux in this local time range is still324

positive because the escape flux is positive and larger in absolute magnitude325

than the ballistic flux. In fact, the ballistic flow allows the escape flux to ex-326

ceed the diffusive limit on the warm dayside. Most of the H atoms escaping327

from the dayside are supplied by ballistic flow through the exosphere, not328

diffusion through the thermosphere.329

The physical explanation for this behavior is illustrated in Fig. 5. The330

strong escape in the afternoon results in a depletion of H. Atoms on ballistic331

trajectories from colder atmospheric regions flow to the warm dayside where332

they soon escape. In order to supply these atoms to the exobase, the diffusive333
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flow through the thermosphere must be at the maximum rate. H atoms flow334

upward at the maximum rate everywhere then are transported through the335

exosphere to the hot dayside where they escape. The result is that any H336

atoms that diffuse through the thermosphere and reach the exobase at any337

local time, even at very cold locations, are transported to the hot dayside338

where they escape.339

Figure 3b shows that the escape flux varies strongly with local time, but340

the diurnal average of the calculated escape flux is 2.4×108 cm−2s−1 and this341

is equal to the limiting flux, reflecting the fact that all H atoms that diffuse342

to the exobase are subject to Jeans escape from the warm regions of the343

atmosphere.344

4. Discussion345

The limiting flux proposed here is more accurate than the classical formula346

but it is also more complicated. For present-day Mars, the classical formula347

underestimates the limiting flux by roughly a factor of two, dependent on the348

eddy diffusion and temperature profiles. Given the large number of observa-349

tions of H on Mars and the high interest in the H escape process, the extra350

difficulty in calculating the new limiting flux seems worthwhile. Whether the351

additional accuracy is needed in other applications should be examined on a352

case-by-case basis.353

The role of ballistic flow in the escape rate from Mars cannot be ig-354

nored. If the exobase has any region with temperatures high enough to drive355

rapid escape and, if ballistic transport is efficient, escape is a planet wide356

phenomenon and the globally integrated escape rate should be equal to the357
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globally integrated limiting flux. H atoms from cold regions, where escape is358

negligible, are transported to warm regions, where they easily escape. The359

arguments presented here are supported by models for the diurnal variation360

in equatorial regions but the conclusions should apply as well to latitudinal361

variations. H escape should be diffusion limited everywhere on Mars.362

The investigation described here is conceptual, rather than detailed or363

thorough. The real Mars has numerous complications that we have ignored364

in order to concentrate on some factors that have received insufficient atten-365

tion to date. These include but are not limited the chemical conversion of366

H2O and H2 to H, non-thermal escape processes, and finite transport times in367

the thermosphere and exosphere. The calculations of Chaufray et al. (2018)368

support the assumption that ballistic flow dominates horizontal transport369

but a wider range of conditions should be studied with a GCM that cou-370

ples thermospheric calculations with exospheric transport and the processes371

calculated in the model should be looked at more deeply in light of the con-372

cepts presented here. Finally, the models discuss here assume that vertical373

transport is entirely due to diffusion. We know that advection can deposit374

H2O in the upper mesosphere (Stone et al., 2020; Belyaev et al., 2021). At375

present there are no observations that suggest advection can carry H2O to376

the upper thermosphere. The neglect of these processes may complicate but377

should not negate the conclusions presented here.378

The concepts discussed here may have implications for the study of H379

escape from terrestrial exoplanets and the atmospheres of our own terrestrial380

planets early in their history. The early Venus atmosphere experienced large381

solar EUV insolation and should have had higher exospheric temperatures382
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than present day Venus. In that case escape of H may have been diffusion383

limited and, given the long length of a day on Venus, thermal escape may384

only have been efficient on the dayside. Tidally locked terrestrial exoplanets385

around white dwarf stars may similarly have hot daysides and cold nightsides386

and escape of H may be an important process, especially for planets with387

liquid water. If so, the role of ballistic transport must be considered in the388

escape of these atmospheres.389
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Appendix A. Appendix540

The vertical diffusion equation is541

Φi = −Di

[
dNi

dr
+Ni

(
1

Hi

+
1

T

dT

dr

)]
−K

[
dNi

dr
+Ni

(
1

Ha

+
1

T

dT

dr

)]
(A.1)

where variables are defined in the main text. The scale height is related to542

the temperature and molecular mass through543

Hi =
kT

mig
, (A.2)

The quantity Ha is pressure scale height for the atmosphere, defined by544

Ha =
kT

mag
, (A.3)

where ma is the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere (averaged over all545

constituents). Each individual species satisfies the ideal gas law546

Pi = NikT (A.4)

and it follows that the bulk atmosphere does as well547

Pa = NakT (A.5)

It is frequently more convenient to use mole fractionsXi in place of density548

in the diffusion equation. The mole fraction is related to the density through549

Ni = XiNa (A.6)

and it follows that550

dNi

dr
= Na

dXi

dr
+Xi

dNa

dr
(A.7)
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Using the ideal gas law we have551

dNa

dr
=

1

kT

dPa
dr
− Pa
kT 2

dT

dr
(A.8)

Substituting equations A.6, A.7, and A.8 into equation A.1 gives552

Φi

Na

= − (Di +K)
dXi

dr
+D

(ma −mi)g

kT
Xi, (A.9)

which is actually quite a bit simpler than equation 1. Notice that the tem-553

perature gradient no longer appears in the equation.554

Next, the vertical variable is changed from altitude to the log of atmo-555

spheric pressure:556

ζ = − ln
(
Pa/P◦

)
(A.10)

where P◦ is an arbitrary reference pressure. We have557

d

dr
=
dy

dr

d

dζ
=
mag

kT

d

dζ
(A.11)

and558

dXi

dζ
+
Di(mi/ma − 1)

Di +K
Xi +

r2ΦikT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0. (A.12)

We now restrict our analysis to situations where the diffusion dominates over559

chemistry. The 1D continuity equation is560

∂Ni

∂t
= Pi − Li −

1

r2
∂

∂r
r2Φi (A.13)

In steady-state and assume that chemistry can be neglected we have561

r2Φi = r2◦Φ
◦
i = constant (A.14)

where r◦ is an arbitrary reference level and Φ◦i is the flux at that level.562

Substituting into equation A.12 gives563

dXi

dζ
+
Di(mi/ma − 1)

Di +K
Xi +

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0 , (A.15)
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which is equation 2 in the main text.564

If Φ◦i = 0 then equation A.15 can be integrated to give565

X̃i(ζ) = C exp


((

1− mi

ma

) ζ∫
0

Di(ζ
′)

Di(ζ ′) +K(ζ ′)
dζ ′

) , (A.16)

which is equation 9 in the main text. The solution to equation A.15 for566

Φ◦i 6= 0 can be found by defining567

Xi(ζ) = W (ζ)X̃i(ζ) (A.17)

from which is follows that568

dXi

dζ
= X̃i

dW

dζ
+W

dX̃i

dζ
. (A.18)

Substitution into equation A.15 gives569

X̃i
dW

dζ
+W

dX̃i

dζ
+
Di(mi/ma − 1)

Di +K
X̃iW +

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0 . (A.19)

or570

X̃i
dW

dζ
+W

(
dX̃i

dζ
+
Di(mi/ma − 1)

Di +K
X̃i

)
+

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0 . (A.20)

or571

X̃i
dW

dζ
+W

(
0

)
+

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0 . (A.21)

and572

X̃i
dW

dζ
+

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT

GMmaNa(Di +K)
= 0 . (A.22)

and573

W (ζ) = 1−
ζ∫

0

1

X̃i(ζ ′)

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT (ζ ′)

GMma(ζ ′)Na(ζ ′)(Di(ζ ′) +K(ζ ′))
dζ ′ , (A.23)
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and574

Xi(ζ) = X̃i(ζ)−
ζ∫

0

X̃i(ζ)

X̃i(ζ ′)

r2◦Φ
◦
i kT (ζ ′)

GMma(ζ ′)Na(ζ ′)(Di(ζ ′) +K(ζ ′))
dζ ′ , (A.24)

Equation A.24 can be made a little nicer by defining575

g(ζ) ≡
ζ∫

0

kT (ζ ′)r2◦ dζ
′

X̃i(ζ ′)
(
Di(ζ ′) +K(ζ ′)

)
Na(ζ ′)GMma

, (A.25)

then576

Xi(ζ) = X̃i(ζ)

(
1− g(ζ)Φ◦i

)
. (A.26)

Equations A.25 and A.26 are equations 10 and 8 in the main text.577
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Figure A.1: Escape fluxes as a function of exospheric temperature from our 1D model

for the Mars atmosphere. The red curve shows the escape flux calculated with our 1D

model, the blue curve, the limiting flux proposed here, and the magenta curve, the classical

limiting flux. The solid green curve shows the H density at the exobase calculated with

our 1D model. The dashed green curve shows the variation of density with exobase

temperature implied by the Hodges et al. relationship. Fluxes are referred to the surface.

Temperatures and densities are at the exobase.
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Figure A.2: The variation of H mole fraction with ζ for various values of the exospheric

temperature.
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Figure A.3: a) The red curve shows the exobase temperature as a function of local time

from Stone et al. (2018). The magenta curve shows the calculated density without ballistic

fluxes, using the Jeans flux as the boundary condition. The blue curve shows the exobase

density calculated with ballistic fluxes adjusted so that the density follows the T−2.5

variation. The green curve shows the diffusive equilibrium solution. b) The red curve

shows the escape flux calculated with our 2D model. The blue curve is the net ballistic

flux in that model and the black curve is the sum of escape and ballistic fluxes.
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Figure A.4: The H mole fraction versus negative log pressure (ζ) at local times of 3:30 AM

(blue) and 3:30 PM (red). The dashed lines show the result of calculations assuming only

the Jeans boundary condition, the solid line the result of calculations including ballistic

fluxes adjusted to match the Hodges and Johnson (1968) relationship. Upward ballistic

flow at 3:30 AM results in a decrease of the H mole fraction at high altitude while downward

ballistic flow at 3:30 PM results in an increase of the H mole fraction at high altitude.
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Figure A.5: A cartoon showing the H fluxes associated with escape on Mars. Diffusive

flow is upwards everywhere in the thermosphere. The H atoms that reach the exobase on

the nightside are transported to the dayside where they are rapidly lost by Jeans escape.
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